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ABSTRACT
One of ICN’s main challenges is attaining forwarding table scalability when confronted with a huge content space. This is specially true in flat ID architectures, which do not naturally support route aggregation for hierarchical names. Previous work has proposed improving scalability by aggregating content names in a fixed-size Bloom Filters (BF). However, the negative impact of false positive (FPs) matches on forwarding correctness and performance has not been studied thoroughly. In this paper, we study the end-to-end network performance of BF-based forwarding. We devise an analytical model that accurately models BF-based forwarding and the flow of BF-based packets over inter-domain topologies. Using this model, we show that the use of BFs for packet forwarding puts feasibility at odds with scalability. Based on our analysis, we propose and evaluate several strategies to improve the feasibility of BF-based forwarding and examine different scenarios for which BF-based forwarding is suitable.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hierarchical names are widely used by network applications to identify content and services: e.g., data retrieval in the Web uses URLs to identify web objects. Name-based Information Centric Networks (ICNs) such as NDN [8] promise to be a good fit for such applications, for two reasons: (1) no need for external name lookup (e.g., DNS or GNS [18]) by using name-based forwarding at the network layer; and (2) reduced forwarding table sizes as a result of the aggregation enabled by the hierarchical structure of names. In contrast, ICNs based on flat IDs (defined as fixed-size bit strings in this paper), e.g., DONA [12], PURSUIT [6], do not natively have these benefits.

Recently, a forwarding scheme based on Bloom Filters (BFs) [13, 14] has been proposed to enable aggregation of content descriptors (e.g., tag sets, hierarchical names, etc.), thus improve the scalability of flat-ID ICNs. We henceforth refer to this scheme as ‘Bloom Filter-based forwarding’. This method also enables NDN-style forwarding on flat ID-based ICNs, in the sense that it allows for the encoding of hierarchical names of variable size in a fixed-sized bit array: the BF itself. Notwithstanding the routing scalability benefits of this method, false positive (FP) matches - an unavoidable side-effect of BFs - can severely impact forwarding correctness.

In this paper we study the impact of FP matches on the correctness of BF-based forwarding. We show that the exclusive reliance on BFs for forwarding in a distributed network raises a trade-off between scalability (attained via prefix aggregation) and forwarding correctness (affected by FP matches), which has not been studied in previous work. This trade-off depends on: (1) the degree of prefix aggregation in forwarding tables; (2) the number of entries in forwarding tables; and (3) the BF size (in bits). In particular, we show that high degrees of aggregation result in an higher likelihood of forwarding errors, particularly when BFs used in forwarding tables are created from short names (e.g., ‘/acme.org’) and BFs used in packets are created from long names (e.g., URLs with 10 components, a reasonable number to expect in practice [13, 15]).

This paper makes the following contributions:
• We define a model of BF-based packet flow, which can be used to quantify the effect of FP matches on BF-based forwarding, over arbitrary network topologies. The model uses a Bayesian Network approach to calculate the probability of forwarding decisions at a BF-based router, thus capturing the network-level effects of FP matches.
• We evaluate the impact of FP matches on BF-based forwarding, with focus on the trade-off between scalability and forwarding correctness. The evaluations uses PoP-level Rocketfuel topologies [20]. Our results show that when aggressive aggregation is used, BF-based forwarding incurs excessive incorrect deliveries.
and link usage, when compared to forwarding with exact match semantics. Larger BF s must be used to get acceptable performance.

- We propose extensions to ‘vanilla’ BF-based forwarding, which aim at reducing the negative impact of FPs: XIA-style fallbacks [7] and prefix-exclusion. The former allow routers to quickly switch to locator-based forwarding if BF-based forwarding fails, reducing latency costs of wrong deliveries; the latter exploits the design of namespaces to reduce FP rates while maintaining relatively short BF sizes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 and §3, we describe BF-based forwarding analyze the impact of FP matches on forwarding in a single router. We present an FP-aware forwarding design in §4. We describe our BF-based packet flow model in §5, using it to evaluate BF-based forwarding in §6. Finally, we discuss related work and conclude.

2 FORWARDING WITH BLOOM FILTERS
In this section, we provide the background on the Bloom Filter (BF) based forwarding scheme studied in this paper.

2.1 Name Encoding and BF-based Lookup

Name encoding: Our encoding method is a specialization of that used in TagNet [13, 14]), which uses Bloom filters (BFs) [2] to represent sets of string tags at the network layer. While the tags encoded in TagNet are independent (e.g., keywords), we instead encode all the sub-prefixes of a hierarchical name. We refer to the resulting identifiers as Request IDs (RIDs), while we call the number of sub-prefixes the length or size of the name. Fig. 1(a) shows how the hierarchical name ‘/a/b/c’ is encoded based on its three sub-prefixes {’/a’, ’/a/b’, ’/a/b/c’}. This is done using a function $r id$ (name) which partitions name into its sub-prefixes, each of which is encoded in $m$ bit BF using $k$ hash functions, forming the RID.

This form of encoding offers many benefits. First, network nodes that hold all the content in a namespace subtree can generate a single aggregate announcement, thus reducing forwarding table sizes. Second, applications can generate RIDs locally based on a name, without the help of a lookup system, unlike other schemes [6, 10, 18]. Third, BF s allow for the encoding of names of variable size into a fixed size bit array, which is needed for flat ID network (e.g., DONA [12], MobilityFirst [18] or XIA [7]). However, there is a limit to the name size, since longer names result in higher false positive (FP) rates (see §3). Finally, encoding sub-prefixes instead of name elements (i.e., the portions in-between ‘/’) reduces FP rates, since that enforces the correct ordering of name components, e.g., ’/a/b/’ and ’/b/a/’ map to different RIDs.

Lookups: RIDs are used as the intent address in content requests packets, similar to names in NDN Interest packets [8]. Entries in forwarding tables also include an RID. As shown in Fig. 1(b), forwarding table entities contain three fields: (1) an RID $F$, created from a name such as ’/a/b’; (2) the size of the name encoded in the RID, $|F|$ (in the case of ’/a/b’); and (3) an interface. A lookup between $R$ (the RID in the request packet) and $F$ (the RID in a table entry) consists in checking if the set of sub-prefixes encoded in $F$ is a subset of those encoded in $R$. Similarly to TagNet [13, 14], a lookup can be implemented as a bitwise inclusive AND ($\&$) in-between $R$ and $F$, i.e., $(F \& R) == F$. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the lookup can result in false positive (FP) matches. The black bits in the FIB entries are set by hashing sub-prefixes not present in request $R$. This results in a (correct) “no match” for the second entry, but a FP for the third entry. We analyze the effects of FP matches in §3.

2.2 Routing & Prefix Aggregation
Content can be replicated throughout the network: e.g., origin servers, CDN nodes, and caches which opportunistically cache content. Such nodes announce names of different sizes. Origin servers announce short prefixes (e.g., ’/a’), since they have a copy of all the data. CDNs may store a subset of the data, in which case they announce longer names (e.g., ’/a/b’). Finally, opportunistic caches store individual objects and thus announce full names. Routers use a routing protocol to identify the “closest” source for each name, and the announcements they receive with different prefix sizes and costs, not unlike how CIDR addresses are advertised by BGP. Similar to IP, we use a forwarding engine with Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) semantics based on forwarding tables generated by the routing protocol.

Example: Fig. 2 shows an example of how routing and prefix aggregation can be handled in a BF-based forwarding system. Routers keep a Routing Information Base (RIB) and a Forwarding Information Base (FIB): RIB entries are prefixes in their textual form, as received from route announcements, while FIB entries hold RIDs, as explained earlier. Say a router $R$ receives a pair of prefix announcements, each with different associated costs, for example path lengths, measured in hops. $R$ will insert FIB entries for both prefixes if the cost of the longer prefix is smaller than that of the shorter prefix. E.g., the case of the pair (’/a’,'/a/b’) in Fig. 2. Otherwise, only the shorter prefix is added, e.g., the case of pairs (’/a’,’/a/c’) and (’/a’,’/a/d’).

Spanning trees: Paths created by shortest path routing form a spanning tree rooted at the content source. E.g., the tree for prefix ’/a’ advertised by $S_2$, in Fig. 3. Shortest-path spanning trees are implicitly created by the forwarding entries in the FIBs, which differs from TagNet, which explicitly uses trees for forwarding [13, 14]. Nevertheless, our subsequent analysis also applies to schemes such as TagNet, within the context of a single spanning tree.

Aggregation gains: As illustrated in Fig. 2, the RID design extends the aggregation gains provided by hierarchical names to flat ID architectures. Further gains could be attained by aggregating independent prefixes associated with the same egress interface into a single BF, e.g., (’/a’) $\rightarrow$ i and (’/b’) $\rightarrow$ i could be aggregated into a single BF as (’/a’,’/b’) $\rightarrow$ i. Similarly to TagNet [13, 14], we do not consider this type of aggregation since it further increases FP rates of the basic design (Fig. 1), which already have significant impact as discussed in §3.

3 WHY DO FALSE POSITIVES MATTER?
We look at the network-level impact of false positive (FP) matches and quantify router-level FPs as a function of aggregation levels.

3.1 Network-level Impact of False Positives
We look at the impact of FPs both at the level of routers and networks. We assume that forwarding tables are complete, i.e., there
is a guarantee of at least one True Positive (TP) match for a given request at any forwarding table.

**Multiple Matches:** In contrast to exact-match forwarding, lookups in BF-based forwarding result in a mix of correct (TP) and incorrect (FP) matches. Under Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) semantics, the correctness of a BF-based forwarding decision can be characterized by (1) the length of the longest TP and FP matches; and (2) the egress interfaces associated with the longest matches. The different outcomes are summarized in Table 1. If two (or more) matches have the same length or are associated with the same interface, a FP match can be detected, since the routing protocol would never create such TP entries. When no FP match is detected, routers cannot know whether they are forwarding the packet correctly, because of LPM semantics. E.g., if two matches are associated with different interfaces, the packet is incorrectly forwarded if the FP match is longer than the TP match. The correct path is correctly forwarded.

Other options exist, such as multiple TP matches of different lengths and with different egress interfaces. These result in the same three types of outcomes listed in Table 1. Routers can use a number of strategies when they detect a FP, as we discuss in §4. Note that if the FP and TP refer to the same egress interface, the obvious strategy is to simply forward the packet through that interface. However, that is unlikely to happen in a later router, as we discuss next.

**Wrong tree bindings:** When looking at the impact of FPs on the correct delivery of packets, one must consider that forwarding tables in routers are not independent. Instead, they represent an (implicit) set of spanning trees rooted at content sources, as discussed in §2. Matches (either TP or FP) result in packets being forwarded along such trees towards the root. As a result, an FP match in one router can bind an RID packet to a spanning tree. The packet is then forwarded towards the wrong content. This is worrisome, since it means that a FP match on any router along the correct path can deviate the packet towards an incorrect delivery.

### Table 1: Forwarding correctness outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matched interfaces</th>
<th>FP vs. TP match size</th>
<th>[FP] &lt; [TP]</th>
<th>[FP] = [TP]</th>
<th>[FP] &gt; [TP]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>FP detected</td>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>FP detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>FP detected</td>
<td>FP detected</td>
<td>FP detected</td>
<td>FP detected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the example in Fig. 3, two content sources (S1 and C2) announce prefixes along the green and red spanning trees. An RID request for `/a/y/z` entering router R3 is matched both by a TP entry of size 1 (encoding `/a`, announced by S1) and a FP entry of size 2 (encoding `/a/b`, announced by C2), in both R3 and R5. Due to LPM rules, the request packet will be incorrectly forwarded by R5 towards C2, since the longer prefix is advertised along the spanning tree rooted at C2. Unfortunately, C2 is the wrong content source.

Incorrect deliveries will generally delay content retrieval. For example, the node receiving the incorrectly delivered request is likely to drop it, and the requester must rely on a timeout to recover. The requester must then reissue the request using a different type of address, since using the same RID is likely to result in the same incorrect outcome. We consider different recovery methods in §4.

Given the high penalty of incorrect deliveries, it is important to keep router-level FP rates low.

### 3.2 False Positive Rates

As a first step towards evaluating the impact of forwarding errors, we quantify FP rates at two scopes - single forwarding entry lookup (§3.2.1) and full table lookup (§3.2.2).

#### 3.2.1 False Positive Rate for a Single Lookup

The properties of Bloom filters (BFs) have been studied extensively [2]. The false positive (FP) rate for a BF of size $m$ bit, encoding $n$ elements with $k$ hash functions is given by

$$fpr = (1 - (1 - 1/m)^k)^n \approx (1 - e^{-kn/m})^k$$

The value of $k$ which minimizes the FP rate for given a $\{m, n\}$ pair is

$$k = \ln(2) m/n$$

The FP rate for a single RID lookup - i.e., verifying whether a request $R$ matches a single forwarding entry $F$ - can be derived from Eqs. 1 and 2 and expressed as Eqs. 3 and 4:

$$p(|R|, |F\setminus R|) = \left(1 - e^{-k(R)|F\setminus R|/m}\right)^{k|R|}$$

$$k = \ln(2) m/|R|_{max}$$

Similar expressions are provided in [2, 13]. The key insights to take away from Eqs. 3 and 4 are:
FPs can only be caused by prefixes that are different in the entry and the request. Since we have \(|R|\) inner prefixes encoded in the request’s BF, we replace \(n\) in Eq. 1 with the request size, \(|R|\). Prefixes that are common between a table entry \(F\) and the request \(R\) are effectively true positives (TPs), and thus do not cause FPs. However, the prefixes encoded in \(F\) but not in \(R\) can result in FPs. We define the number of non-common prefixes as the ‘request-entry difference’, and represent it as \(|F\setminus R|\). E.g., the request ‘/rk/csr/spk’ and entry ‘/rk/cpp’ would yield \(|F\setminus R| = 1\).

All network entities must use the same hash functions and BF size. This relates to Eq. 4 and \(|R|_{\text{max}}\), the maximum number of name elements that can be encoded in a request. To ensure a correct comparison between requests and entries, all network entities - endpoints, routers - must use the same BF size \(m\) as well as the same type and number of hash functions \(k\). Network entities cannot pick these parameters independently, so we fix \(k\) in our system by assuming a fixed value for \(|R|_{\text{max}}\).

Note that for a fixed BF size, the maximum limit \(|R|_{\text{max}}\) directly influences the number of hash functions used in BF encoding and membership tests, and thus FP rates. The larger the \(|R|_{\text{max}}\), the smaller the number of hashes, and thus the larger the single lookup FP rate. This points us towards a simple way of limiting FP rates: **prefix exclusion.** Instead of encoding each and every inner prefix of a name in BFs, one can limit the number of prefixes we encode. More generally, we can discard certain prefix lengths from the namespace when generating RIDs. E.g., for the name ‘/a/b/c’, we could generate RIDs using only 2 out of the possible 3 prefix lengths, say ‘/a’ (length 1) and ‘/a/b/c’ (length 3), excluding the prefix ‘/a/b’ (length 2). However, excluding prefix lengths comes at the price of increased forwarding table sizes. In order to ensure forwarding correctness, a forwarding entry may have to be replaced by multiple entries to account for the missing prefix length. E.g., if one excludes prefix length 2, all prefixes of length 2 encoded in forwarding tables must be replaced by all the underlying prefixes of length 3. This may significantly increase forwarding table sizes, and in turn increase FP rates. As such, prefix exclusion should only be used when the associated FP rate reduction is not offset by the FP rate increase resulting from larger forwarding tables.

### 3.2.2 Router-level False Positive Rate

Ultimately, we are interested in the probability of having FP matches on a lookup on a forwarding table, e.g., composed by \(\sim 10^7\) entries, as considered in recent ICN research [14, 16, 22]. Assuming that the occurrence of FPs is independent across entries, the probability of having at least one FP match in a table can be derived from Eq. 3 as in Eq. 5:

\[
P = 1 - \left( \prod_{j=1}^{\lfloor |R|/|F| \rfloor} (1 - p(|R|, |F|R| = j))^{|F|/|R|} \right)
\]

The term within the product of Eq. 5 represents the probability of having no FP matches among all entries with request-entry differences equal to \(j\). As such, the product represents the probability of having no FP matches among all entries in a forwarding table. Eq. 5 is sensitive to large single-lookup FP rates, since that makes the term within the product approach 0.

**Route-level FP rates vs. aggregation:** In Fig. 4(a) we use Eq. 5 to show how the router-level FP rate varies with different aggregation levels. We consider a table with \(10^7\) entries, each encoding a variable numbers of inner prefixes: from 1 to 10. We consider 3 different table compositions: a table mostly composed by (1) short entries (63% of entries of size \(|F| = 1, 30%\) of size \(|F| = 2\); (2) large entries (30% of size \(|F| = 9, 63%\) of size \(|F| = 10\); and (3) a uniform distribution of entry sizes (10% for all size \(|F|\)). The BF size is set to 192 bit, as in [13, 14]. We consider that the lookup is made for a request size of 10. The occurrence of at least one FP match is guaranteed in almost all scenarios, except when most entries are long and the request-entry differences are large. Fig. 4(b) shows that for the ‘short entry’ scenario, the BF size must increase from 192 to 512 bit to reduce router-level FP rates below \(10^{-1}\).

### 3.3 Forwarding Errors, in Practice

Fig. 5 provides practical evidence of the aforementioned errors. We create a forwarding table with \(2 \times 10^6\) entries, sizes 1 to 10. The entries are built from names picked from a sample of the web09-bst URL dataset [9], composed by \(\sim 20\) million URLs. The distribution of forwarding entry sizes is given in Fig. 5(a). We lookup 5000 different BF requests of size 10 against the table. The name used in each request is built by picking one prefix encoded in the table, and adding the necessary number of suffixes (words picked from a dictionary, at random) to complete it till size 10. The lengths of prefixes used to generate requests are picked with uniform probability, 300 prefixes per each size (1 to 10). This way, each request is guaranteed to have a TP match, and all TP match sizes are tested. The size of BFs used to encode prefixes and requests is 192 bit, as in [13]. For each request, we record the number of FP matches larger than or equal to the largest TP match: e.g., if a request matches 2 (or more) TP entries, we only consider the largest TP match for comparison.

The distribution of FP match sizes does not follow that of the forwarding entries. Fig. 5(b) shows that more than 90% of FP matches occur for the shortest entry sizes, 1 or 2. This shows how FP matches are more prevalent among highly aggregated entries. In absolute terms, size 1 FPs account with \(\sim 280k\) matches, size 2 with \(\sim 15k\), for \(|F| = |T|\). For \(|F| > |T|\), size 1 accounts with \(\sim 16k\) matches, size 2 with 154. Larger FP match sizes are negligible. Furthermore, the most common problem is having FPs with the same size as TPs. Errors caused by FPs larger than TPs occur less frequently.

### 4 FP-AWARE FORWARDING ENGINE

Based on our understanding of forwarding errors caused by false positive (FP) matches (§3.1), we now describe a BF-based forwarding engine which follows Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) forwarding semantics, and is capable of partial detection and resolution of FP matches. We consider this BF-based forwarding engine for the remainder of this paper.

#### 4.1 Overview

Fig. 6 describes the FP-aware BF-based forwarding algorithm we propose. It is similar to the algorithm given in §2, as it forwards request packets over the interfaces associated with the longest match. The difference lies in the partial detection of FP matches, namely by identifying the case of ‘multiple matches’ of the same length at different interfaces (see §3.1 and Table 1).
Algorithm flow: After a table lookup, (step 1), the algorithm collects the set of interfaces associated with the longest matches (step 2), the interface set \( S \). The cardinality of the interface set can be \(| S | \geq 1\), since we assume that forwarding tables are complete: as such, empty interface sets - i.e., \( S = \emptyset \) - are not possible. If the set includes the local interface (step 3), or if it includes a single egress interface (step 5.2), the packet is simply delivered to the local cache (4), or forwarded (step 5.2). Otherwise, we execute a `multiple match` resolution (MMR) strategy (step 5.1). We discuss different MMR strategies in §4.2. In the case of a local cache delivery, the packet can either be delivered correctly (step 4.1) or incorrectly (4.2). Caches can differentiate the two cases if packets carry the full names, e.g., as part of the application-layer metadata. If an incorrectly delivery is detected, the router resolves it using an incorrect delivery recovery (IDR) strategy, discussed in §4.2.

Match events: For ease of presentation, we group different compositions of the interface set \( S \) as match events, as described in Fig. 6: (1) local match (LM), if local iface \( \in S \); (2) single match (SM), if \(| S | = 1\); and (3) multiple match (MM), if \(| S | > 1\). If step 5 in Fig. 6 results in a SM event, the request is simply forwarded over the single interface in \( S \). In case of a MM or LM event, a MMR or IDR strategy is triggered, respectively.

4.2 Resolution & Recovery Strategies

We now describe the strategies used for resolution of multiple matches and recovery of incorrect deliveries.

Multiple Match Resolution (MMR) strategies: An MMR strategy is triggered if the cardinality of the interface set is larger than 1. In other words, MMR is used when FP matches are detected. For the remainder of this paper, we consider the following MMR strategies:

1. **All matched links (AML)**: Forward the request over all interfaces in the interface set \( S \). If FP rates are high, this strategy approximates the behavior of a flooding forwarding algorithm, thus resulting in high link usage.

2. **‘Fallbacks’**: Forward the request using a ‘fallback’ address, a mechanism introduced by the eXpressive Internet Architecture (XIA) [7]. Fallbacks allow a requester to explicitly specify an alternative address to reach the final destination. E.g., the IP address of a content server as an alternative to an RID. This can reduce the link usage in the network and number of incorrect deliveries relative to the AML strategy, specially if FP rates are high.

Incorrect Delivery recovery (IDR) strategies: An IDR strategy is triggered if an LM event is detected and the request has been delivered to an incorrect content source. Incorrect deliveries can be determined by having caches inspect content metadata, e.g., names in string format. For the remainder of this paper, we consider the following IDR strategies:

1. Feedback: Send the request back to the source, which should then use an alternative addressing method to request the content of interest.

2. ‘Fallbacks’: Similarly to the use of fallbacks in MMR, the requester can set a fallback address to resolve incorrect delivery situations. This can reduce the latency penalty of the feedback strategy, since recovery is handled by the network, without direct intervention of the requester.

5 BF-BASED NETWORK MODEL

We present a model which describes the flow of a BF-based request over an arbitrary network topology. The model follows a Bayesian Network approach to calculate metrics which describe the effects of False Positive (FP) matches: e.g., the expected value of match events and request outcomes of different types (e.g., correct and incorrect deliveries). At its core, the model considers the BF-based forwarding engine described in §4, and uses the False Positive (FP) rate expressions given in §3.2 to capture the adverse impact of FP matches (as described in §3.1).

With such a model, we can evaluate the feasibility of BF-based forwarding, without a full ICN architecture implementation or its adaptation to a complex network simulation tool such as ns-3 [17]. An implementation of this model is freely available online\(^1\) (used to conduct the evaluations in this paper).

5.1 Overview

We now provide an overview of our model. To illustrate our description, we use a running example depicted in Fig. 7.

Inputs: The input parameters consist in (1) a description of a network topology (top of Table 2); and (2) the BF parameters used in requests and forwarding entries (bottom of Table 2). The parameters of type (1) are used to model the flow of a request over an arbitrary network topology, and determine the correctness of

\(^1\)https://github.com/adamiaonr/rid-analytics
BF-based forwarding operations. Those of type (2) are concerned with the calculation of FP match probabilities at any given router.

In Fig. 7, the topology has 4 routers and 5 links. Each router contains $x$ entries in their caches: assuming each router announces all of their content to every other router, all routers have a forwarding table with 5x entries. A request is assumed to start at $R_0$. A total of 4x trees are announced to $R_0$: 3x trees over interface 1, and $x$ over interface 2. Furthermore, since $R_4$ holds entries of 2 different sizes - 1 and 2 - $R_0$’s interface 1 receives 0.5x trees of size 2 and 2.5x trees of size 1. Router $R_4$ holds the requested content, with size $|TP| = 1$, which is announced to $R_0$ via interface 1. As such, $R_0$’s interface 1 has a TP entry of size 1.

**Outputs:** The model outputs three different types of values: (1) expected value of match events after each forwarding operation, at any given router of a topology; (2) the expected value of request outcomes of different types; and (3) the average latency associated with each request outcome, expressed in number of traversed hops.

Match events have been introduced in §4. In §5.2, we briefly describe how we model the flow of requests over a topology, and determine the expected value of match events, outcomes and average latency. Due to space limitations, we provide a detailed explanation of the probabilities underlying the calculation of the output metrics on an extended version of the paper [1].

### 5.2 Flow of BF-based Requests

When a request arrives at some router $R$, it is subjected to a forwarding decision, i.e. the forwarding engine picks one (or more) interface(s) over which to forward the request. A sequence of consecutive forwarding decisions at different routers represents the path of a packet over some network topology. E.g., in Fig 7, all possible paths start at $R_0$, and may terminate at any of the routers in the topology. Possible paths are $[R_0 \rightarrow R_1]$, $[R_0 \rightarrow R_1 \rightarrow R_3]$ or $[R_0 \rightarrow R_1 \rightarrow R_2 \rightarrow R_0]$. Each of these paths has a probability associated with it.

#### 5.2.1 Outcomes types. Outcomes represent the ‘fate’ of a request packet at the end of a path. Essentially, an outcome depends on (1) the path followed by a request; and (2) the ‘correctness’ of the path at its termination, i.e. if the path ends at a node which holds (or does not hold) the requested content. The former case is referred to as a correct delivery (CD), the latter as an incorrect delivery (ID). E.g., in Fig 7 the path $[R_0 \rightarrow R_1 \rightarrow R_3]$ results in an incorrect delivery outcome, while the path $[R_0 \rightarrow R_1 \rightarrow R_4]$ results in a correct delivery. The probability of an outcome is that of the associated path.

Other intermediate outcomes are considered when ‘fallback’ MMR or IDR strategies are in place, namely having a request follow a fallback address after an MM event and/or an incorrect delivery outcome. However, for the remainder of this paper, we only consider the probability of correct and incorrect delivery outcomes.

#### 5.2.2 Path construction and output generation. We now describe the construction of paths and calculation of output values, using the topology in Fig 7. We assume a request is issued in router $R_0$, and that routers follow the ‘All Matched Links’ (AML) multiple match resolution strategy.

**Step 1:** Starting at $R_0$, the set of all possible paths is defined as $([R_0])$, with probability 1, i.e. $P([R_0]) = 1$.

**Step 2:** Using the BF input parameters defined for $R_0$ (top of Table 2), we calculate the probability of different forwarding decisions at $R_0$, $P(i|R_0)$, for all $i \in \{1, 2\}$. This represents the probability of having a packet forwarded over interface $i$ at $R_0$. The calculation of $P(i|R_0)$ is derived from the basic expressions in §3. Details on their calculation are given in [1]. Also, note that we do not consider interface 0 in $R_0$. This is due to the following reasons:

- At any router $R$, we do not allow forwarding over the ingress interface, i.e. $P(\text{ingress}|R) = 0$.
- By convention, we consider that $\text{ingress} = 0$ for the initial router.

**Step 3:** With $P(i|R_0)$, we can now update the paths and their probabilities:

$$P([R_0 \rightarrow R_1]) = P(1|R_0) P([R_0]) \quad P([R_0 \rightarrow R_2]) = P(2|R_0) P([R_0])$$

The set of all possible paths thus becomes $([R_0 \rightarrow R_1], [R_0 \rightarrow R_2])$. Furthermore, we calculate the expected value of match events at $R_0$:

$$E[LM] = P(0|R_0) P([R_0])$$

$$E[SM] = \sum_{i=1}^{2} P_k(i|R_0) P([R_0])$$

$$E[MM] = \sum_{i=1}^{2} P_k(i|R_0) P([R_0])$$

The ‘E’ and ‘T’ subscripts in the forwarding decision probabilities above refer to ‘exclusive’ and ‘inclusive’. $P_k(i|R_0)$ represents the probability of exclusively choosing interface $i$: i.e. no other interface $j \neq i$ is chosen. $P_t(i|R_0)$ represents the probability of choosing
We now evaluate the feasibility of Bloom filter (BF) based forwarding in a network context. In particular, we answer three questions:

1. **what is the impact of FP matches in a network-wide context?**
2. **how do these effects change for different network scenarios?**
3. **how do the multiple match resolution (MMR) and incorrect delivery recovery (IDR) strategies introduced in §4 affect the basic forwarding algorithm beneficial?**

We use the analytical model presented in §5 to evaluate BF-based forwarding over realistic PoP-level topologies from Rocketfuel [20]. We use three broad categories of metrics in our evaluations:

- **Link usage**: The number of links over which request packets are forwarded after a forwarding decision. This is either measured in absolute or relative numbers: the latter compares the number of links used in BF-based forwarding to that used by any form of ICN forwarding/routing which follows exact match semantics and shortest path routing.

- **Forwarding correctness**: The relative share of match events measured in a particular scenario, namely the percentage of correct and incorrect forwarding decisions, along with the share of multiple match events (as defined in §4.1).

**Latency**: The number of hops traversed by a correct request delivery, in any arbitrary topology.

### 6.1 Evaluation Setup

We now present the network topologies we use in our evaluations, and the evaluation parameters and use cases.

#### 6.1.1 Network Topologies

Table 3 summarizes the main characteristics of the PoP-level topologies we use in our experiments. These have been adapted from PoP-level topologies in the Rocketfuel dataset [20] and provide realistic values for the parameters which affect link usage and latency: (1) length of paths (in number of hops); (2) node outdegree (or equivalently, the number of interfaces in a router); and (3) number of nodes in the topology (alternatively, number of routers). The more hops a request traverses, the higher the likelihood of a forwarding error. Table 3 shows paths as long as 6 hops, which is consistent with average inter-domain path lengths in the current Internet (~ 4 hops [3]). The combination of node outdegree and number of nodes influences link usage, since nodes with large outdegrees may forward FP matches over many links. As shown in Table 3 we consider topologies with small mean outdegrees - e.g., Telstra (1221) and AT&T (7018) - as well as more complex topologies - e.g., Level3 (3356) - with mean outdegrees of 9.2 and a maximum outdegree of 39.

#### 6.1.2 Content Distribution

We assume that a space of P prefixes (or alternatively, forwarding entries) is announced within a topology of N nodes. Each topology node is a source for an equal share of the the prefix space, i.e. P/N prefixes. Similar assumptions are made in [4], which considers PoP-level topologies as core networks, each node associated with an access network. We assume nodes announce their prefixes to every other node, via shortest path spanning trees, as discussed in §2.2. Shortest paths are determined by the number of hops. Note that in the PoP-level topologies we consider, nodes correspond to domains. We assume each domain coordinates its caches internally, and as such the ‘domain cache’ can be viewed as a single integrated cache.

#### 6.1.3 Evaluation Parameters

Table 4 lists the parameters used in our experiments, organized into 3 scenarios: (1) global reachability, (2) CDN-style (or ‘pro-active’) caching, and (3) opportunistic (or ‘reactive’) caching. We describe the scenario details in §6.2, and discuss general parameter choices below.

**Bloom filter sizes**: We start with BF sizes of 192 bit, as proposed in earlier work [13, 14]. To evaluate the effect of larger BF sizes, we also consider 256, 384 and 512 bit.

**Request sizes**: RID requests encode up to a maximum of 10 inner prefixes. This falls within the ranges used in previous work [13, 14]. In some experiments we set request sizes between 3 and 10 to test the effect of prefix exclusion.

**Request-entry differences per link**: In all experiments, we use large request-entry differences (\(|F \setminus R|\)) on forwarding tables, on all interfaces. More specifically, we assume that over 90% of the entries on an interface exhibit one of the 2 largest \(|F \setminus R|\) values. E.g., > 90% of the entries have \(|F \setminus R|\) equal to 9 or 10, when \(|R|_{\text{max}} = 10\). Also,
We assume at least one entry per $|F|_R$ value. As seen in §3.2.2, large $|F|_R$ values are the most favorable for BF-based forwarding.

**Forwarding table sizes:** Forwarding tables are generally set to size $10^2$, a value which is consistent with recent ICN research [14, 22]. In some evaluation cases, we consider other powers of 10.

### 6.1.4 Methodology

Our experiments follow 4 steps:

**Step 1:** For each topology, we pick 20 different source and destination node pairs, chosen at random, provided that the path length in-between the nodes is as specified by the scenario. We do this to get a diverse set of paths, so that the results are not biased towards a specific type of path (e.g., paths starting at nodes with low outdegree).

**Step 2:** For each pair obtained in step 1, we generate several evaluation cases, one for each possible combination of the remaining evaluation parameters.

**Step 3:** We run the model for each evaluation case and collect the outputs. We do not repeat experiments for a particular evaluation case, since the outputs of the model are deterministic for a particular case. The diversity of results within a topology comes from the set of paths chosen in step 1.

**Step 4:** Finally, for each topology and parameter combination, we calculate the average values of the outputs over the 20 different source and destination pairs.

### 6.2 Results and Discussion

**6.2.1 Scenario 1: Global Reachability.** In scenario 1, we evaluate BF-based forwarding when TP sources are relatively far from requesters and aggregation is high (i.e., announcements are short, $|F| = 1$ and $|F| = 5$). We set the path length towards the origin server to 4 hops, which is the maximum common longest path to all the topologies, and consistent with path lengths observed in the current Internet [3].

**Link usage:** Fig. 8 shows the average number of links which are used in the network when a single request is cast at a random router. We assume the ‘All Matched Links’ (AML) MMR strategy is in effect (see §4.2). Under aggressive aggregation ($|F| = 1$) and short BF sizes (192 and 256 bit), AML approximates the behavior of a flooding algorithm: the replication of packets over multiple egress interfaces is significant at every router, resulting in high link usage. Only 512 bit BF reach the ideal link usage. Increasing entry sizes to $|F| = 5$ makes 384 bit BF reach the ideal link usage (4 links), but 256 bit BF can still result in an excess, which is aggravated by the complexity of the topology. E.g., for Level3 (3536), the excess goes over 5. This result shows a trade-off between aggregation levels and forwarding correctness. Note that an increase in forwarding entry size would imply aggregation loss, and thus larger forwarding tables.

**Prefix exclusion & table sizes:** Fig. 9 plots the link usage excess when varying table sizes and request sizes. In this case, the excess is relative to the ideal usage of 4 links, from request source to the origin server. We use 192 bit BF, again considering short entries ($|F| = 1$). The benefits of prefix exclusion are clear: if request sizes are reduced to 3 or 4, there is virtually no link usage excess, even for table sizes as large as $10^8$. On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows that even if table sizes drop by two orders of magnitude (from $10^7$ to $10^5$), the link usage excess without prefix exclusion (request size 10) remains large for the larger topologies (e.g., Level3 and AT&T).

These results show that prefix exclusion may be a good approach to improve BF-based forwarding correctness with shorter BF sizes, as evidenced by the lower link usage values. However, prefix exclusion may imply larger forwarding tables, which increases FP rates.

As such, a definitive conclusion about the effectiveness of prefix exclusion can only be taken after a thorough analysis of its impact on table sizes.

**Takeaways:**

- Our link usage analysis of ‘vanilla’ BF-based forwarding over realistic PoP-level topologies shows evidence of a trade-off between aggregation and forwarding correctness.

- Prefix exclusion improves forwarding correctness. However, since prefix exclusion implies larger forwarding tables, a definitive conclusion requires a thorough analysis of a trade-off between prefix exclusion and table sizes.

**6.2.2 Scenario 2: Pro-active caching.** In scenario 2, we extend scenario 1 with mid-sized entries - $|F| = \{4, 5\}$ - announced by 2-hop neighbors of the request source. We henceforth refer to such network nodes as ‘caches’. We also vary the number of caches around the request source: namely, (1) half of the 2-hop neighbors acting as caches (case ‘$n/2$’ in Table 4); (2) all neighbors acting as caches (case ‘$n$’).

This scenario serves multiple purposes. First, we study BF-based forwarding under LPM, since we now have different entry sizes in forwarding tables. Second, we look at how varying the number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Topologies</th>
<th>Req. sizes</th>
<th>Forwarding entries</th>
<th>Caches</th>
<th>Table size</th>
<th>BF sizes</th>
<th>MMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Global reach. All 3356,7018</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Origin servers</td>
<td>Caches</td>
<td>Table size</td>
<td>BF sizes</td>
<td>AML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) CDN caching</td>
<td>3356,7018</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(n/2, n)</td>
<td>{4, 5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Opport. cach.</td>
<td>3356,7018</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(n/2, n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Summary of evaluation scenarios & parameters.
of caches impacts multiple matches and forwarding correctness. Finally, we compare the performance of ‘fallback’ multiple match resolution to that of ‘vanilla’ BF-based forwarding. Fallback multiple match resolution is evaluated with 192 bit BFs, and compared against the AML strategy with 384 (2 × 192) bit BFs. We argue this is a fair comparison, since fallbacks imply the use of additional addressing information. We compare performance according to (1) link usage excess; and (2) latency. We divide scenario 2 into two sub-cases, according to the presence (or absence) of True Positive (TP) entries pointing towards cache nodes.

**Caches with no TP entries:** Fig. 10(a) shows that AML forwarding performs adequately when 384 bit BFs are used, even for large topologies such as AT&T and Level3. The link usage excess is low, and the average delivery latency is the ideal of 4 hops, the distance towards the origin server. Fig. 11 shows that with 384 bit BFs, the occurrence of incorrect forwarding decisions is negligible: decisions are either correct or resolved via ‘flooding’ after FP detection, as evidenced by the occurrence of a small percentage of multiple matches.

For the 192 bit & fallback combination, results are ideal when all 2-hop neighbors of the request source act as caches. This is evidenced by an ideal link usage excess of ∼ 1, and average latency of 4 hops. However, performance deteriorates when only a portion of the 2-hop neighbors act as caches, due to incorrect forwarding decisions, as shown in Fig. 11. FP rates with 192 bit BFs are high, even for mid-sized entries such as |F| = {4, 5}. Since cache announcements are larger than origin server announcements, the likelihood of FP matches on the interfaces pointing towards caches increases. Thus, the LPM forwarding engine deviates the request from its TP path. When all 2-hop neighbors act as caches (case n), multiple matches are more likely, thus triggering FP detection and subsequent resolution via fallbacks.

**Caches with TP entries:** Fig. 10(b) shows that AML also works well with 384 bit BFs when caches hold the requested content: delivery latencies are ideal - 2 hops towards the cache - and link usage excess is negligible.

However, the combination of 192 bit BFs & fallbacks still delivers the content to the origin server, and not a cache. This is shown by large latencies and excess link usage in Fig. 10(b). Again, this is due to the triggering of fallback resolution after the first hop, which immediately sends the request towards the origin server. Fallbacks are triggered by multiple matches at the beginning of the path, since all 2-hop caches announce entries of the same size. Fig. 11 shows that multiple matches become more likely as the number of caches increases. For some paths picked at random, the number of 2-hop neighbors is small, such that the n/2 case considers a single 2-hop cache. Since this cache also announces the TP entry, the latency towards the content becomes 2 hops. This is why the latency of the n/2 case is lower than 4 hops, on average.

**Takeaways:**
- Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) forwarding semantics are correctly followed by BF-based forwarding for sufficiently large BF sizes, e.g., 384 bit, larger than those proposed by previous work [13, 14].
- The use of ‘fallback’ addresses is only useful when FP detection is very likely, which may only happen in a limited number of cases. E.g., FP detection is likely when all neighbors of a request source announce mid-ranged prefixes, but unlikely if only a subset of the neighbors do it.

6.2.3 Scenario 3: Opportunistic caching. We use the same setup as scenario 2, only with larger announcements from the caches located 2 hops from the request source. We consider announcements of size 7 and 10, which represent the case of ‘reactive’ (or opportunistic) caching of content frequently requested from the access networks associated with a PoP-level node. Fig. 12 shows average
latencies for two arrangements: (a) no TP entries announced by caches; (b) a TP entry (size 7, smaller than 10) is announced by a 2-hop cache.

The results for AML strategy are the same as in scenario 2: this is expected, due to the low FP rates caused by the relatively large BF sizes (384 bit) and large size of cache announcements. In fact, Fig. 13 shows the same distribution of forwarding decision types as Fig. 11 for the AML strategy.

The 192 bit BF & fallback combination shows near ideal link usage, but a latency overhead when caches do not hold the requested content (Fig. 12(a)). This is due to the penalty of incorrect deliveries, which occur often, as shown in Fig. 13. In this scenario, the LPM engine only sees matches of size \(|F| = 1\) on multiple interfaces - including the local interface - because FP rates are low among the large entries announced by caches (sizes 7 and 10). Since the forwarding engine prioritizes local matches (§4), it incorrectly delivers the request locally. Then, it resolves the incorrect delivery with a fallback.

Despite the smaller size of the TP entry (size 7) when compared to the announcements of other caches (size 10), the request is correctly forwarded in both AML and fallback forwarding strategies. Again, this is due to the low FP rates among large entries.

**Takeaways:**
- Forwarding errors caused by opportunistic cache announcements are rare, provided that announcement sizes are large (e.g., size 10).
- Multiple match resolution strategies do not provide visible performance benefits vs. the use of larger BF sizes.

7 RELATED WORK

**Forwarding with Bloom Filters:** In an ICN context, the use of BFs in packet forwarding has been proposed in the past [10, 13–15, 19]. In [15, 19], packets carry NDN-style names, and BFs are only used in forwarding tables. The goal is to attain space efficiency in tables, by having BFs aggregate NDN-style prefixes announced over the same interface. This allows routers to reduce false positive (FP) rates independently, through the adjustment of BF parameters. In our case, BFs are used in both request and data packets, and its parameters must be consistent among all network entities, which precludes independent FP rate control at each router. In an ICN context, LIPSIN [10] proposes a novel multicast fabric based on BFs, useful for publish/subscribe applications. BFs encode the set of links in a multicast tree, which is carried by packets. When a packet arrives at a router, it is forwarded over the interface IDs which match those in the BF. BFs are built by a network service with access to the network topology and subscribers in a multicast group. This provides an higher degree of control over FP rates than in our case, since we require clients to independently build the BFs carried by packets. To handle FPs, LIPSIN proposes the use of multiple IDs for the same link (alternative forwarding state, as with fallbacks), or feedback mechanisms which enable routers to ignore certain BFs. Tsilopoulos et al. [21] use BFs in a similar way to LIPSIN to reduce the amount of forwarding state information kept by routers in an NDN network. Papaili et al. [13, 14] propose the usage of BFs as the network representation of content descriptors (i.e., sets of string tags) to achieve routing scalability. The name encoding and lookup methods presented in §2 follow from this work. The authors show the scalability benefits of this work, but overlook the impact of FPs on forwarding correctness. Our work aims at filling this knowledge gap.

**Performance of BF-based forwarding:** The descriptions given in §2 assume simplified abstractions of the notions forwarding tables and routers. Other work provides more detail about these concepts: e.g., in [13, 14], forwarding tables are organized as PATRICIA tries. However, we note that such details are useful to optimize lookup performance, but do not help reduce the negative impact of False Positive (FP) matches. Since our goal is to study the impact of FP matches and not the performance of BF-based forwarding, we opted to maintain our simplified version of forwarding tables and lookup procedures.

**Fallbacks:** In an non-ICN context, Yu et al. [23] propose a method which uses BFs in both packets and forwarding tables, without intervention of network addresses. To handle FP matches, the authors propose the concept of ‘redirection’, which resembles that of ‘fallbacks’. The redirection target is chosen by the control plane, without intervention of endpoints. This contrasts with fallbacks as used in XIA [7], which allows endpoints to define custom redirection targets.

**Feasibility of BF-based forwarding:** Katsaros et al. [11] analyze the impact of using BFs to realize inter-domain name resolution in ICN architectures. Through simulations of inter-domain topologies, the authors find that the overall FP rates experienced at an inter-domain level are large, deeming the scheme impractical. Similarly to our case, the authors witness the severe impact of routing tables composed by large numbers of individual BFs. This study notes that in a hierarchical network architecture like DONA [12], the overall FP rate increases at every hop: this follows routing tables that aggregate those of lower levels, thus resulting in a cumulative increase of FP rate.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we analyze the correctness of Bloom filter (BF) based forwarding, as recently proposed in an ICN context [13, 14]. We find that the occurrence of forwarding errors increases when aggregation in forwarding tables is high, identifying a trade-off which puts forwarding correctness at odds with table scalability. Our evaluations over realistic PoP-level topologies show that BF-based forwarding results in excessive link usage, using BF and forwarding table sizes proposed in ICN literature [13, 14, 22]. We find that increasing BF sizes from the proposed 192 bit to 384 bit improves the performance of BF-based forwarding to nearly ideal levels.

We propose two techniques - prefix exclusion and ‘fallbacks’ - to reduce FP rates at routers and mitigate the negative impact of FP matches, respectively. Our evaluation shows that prefix exclusion shows great promise to reduce network-wide FP rates. However, a definitive conclusion requires a thorough analysis of the impact of prefix exclusion on forwarding table sizes: an increase in table sizes may offset the benefits of prefix exclusion. We show that fallbacks can be useful when FP rates are high, but detrimental otherwise, especially when compared to the use of an equivalent BF size (e.g., 384 bit). Further analysis of network topologies and application namespaces is required to assess the prevalence of good network conditions for fallbacks.
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